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Since the Health Blueprint session big change taking place.  (:05). Keshe will get back 

into development. KF will start to form a one world government, but not with big 

organizations, but through the people.  (:16).  For the change to continue have to remain 

correct on the way. A way to the Universal Community will soon be approached. We 

share through strength and not weakness, the human race has to come together or there 

will be no human race. We have introduced plasmatic systems that can change the 

structure of man.  DUBAI has been selected as SS City and Peace City, and the head 

center of the One World Government. The leader of Dubai is open to all nationality, the 

wealth of the nation is in the hand of the nation, and has every international connection 

for the world government, which will be selected through all KF in the world, it will be 

forced on world through the technology. Will select based on language, so not American 

but English speaking people. In this way we get away from the national borders. The 

profits from KF manufacturing will be spread around world. No more Borders. In space 

we will say, 'I am English speaking from Earth'.  (:23).  Talks about the Changes toward 

One World Government. The first SS flight will happen in Dubai.  (:29). Disaster coming 

to America, KF will be providing support. The course has already started, by the whole 

world coming together and develop this technology.  Contact with the Universal 

Community is under way, and they are in contact with people who believe as KF Ethos 

believe. In the last 10 days the contact was made and it's positive, more SS will be seen in 

coming weeks, they will show themselves, it's prearranged, it is time of delivery. We 

have shown that collectively we are sharing the technology. The SF all make signal, from 

animal to peace.  (:35).  When you see with your own eyes you will understand that 

change has come, we are not here to threaten.  The Cancer testing opens after Tuesday 

Blueprint presentation. Do Not Stop Sharing Knowledge. On February 21 - 23, give Pens 

and Pads to soldiers, and sign the Peace Plan. When give gift let them know it comes 

from KF. (:41).  The pains and diseases still here but now a way to handle them. The 

Coils and Pens are sending a signal to Universal Community, a beacon of Peace.  (:47). 

Today's teaching is how to achieve Peace, we have finished with inequality on this 

planet. We will see the visualization and communication, we will also see the hoax, but 

with it the real thing. If you can control your system with your thoughts, then you can 

control your own body. What you want from the system you achieve, share.    (:55). Ali 

updates, added 3 more coils on the bottom, trying to consciously connect with P, he lost a 

lot of fears he had before, he got detachment. Guidance coming in, 'Star of David' 

formation, 144 different dimensions we can travel in. We are one race, we are connected. 

Extend peace to all brothers, don't need to go to 3rd WW for Messiah to come back, in 

your heart. His friends got healed just by being in P fields, and family relations. (1:03). 

The brothers want to show a new formation, similar to Star of David, with 3 coils in 

middle. Shows a drawing of flows of 3 triangles.  (1:11). Keshe says  one of triangles 

point up, draws it out, where the 2 Triangles touch is Free Plasma, it's same as Star 

Formation, Emotion and Physicality are there, it's complete structure, this is able to build 

the Human Race. The Gans are right combination, you have the 3 flows, put strongest P 

B in center, CH3 Gans outside, CuO2 in Center, in a way your M is stronger then your G. 

Keshe corrects understanding, fields go from stronger to weaker, but they have habit to 

take what they need. If you put the stronger fields outside, it shields the inner ones from 



coming out.  (1:19).  Put a light in the background, and do you start seeing flashes or 

more lights, it means your making an atmosphere. The Japanese TV program, the rise of 

3 suns, they got 2 reflections of the sun in atmosphere, it shows the boundary of the 

magnetic sphere of the earth, this gives the boundary of P field. (1:23).  In night sky you 

see 3 stars in line, the center is real (and brighter) the others reflections, this shows the 

boundary of out Galaxy, explains how, there can also be multiple reflections. So it is with 

MaGrav System, the boundary will reflect multiple lights.  In  SF the capacitors are 

creating this also, you'll get a kind of lopsided boundary. In a normal room where there is 

normal moisture you'll see the reflection. (1:27). Shows photo of 3 suns in Russia, I have 

seen this with the 'rainbow' edges, boundary of the earths atmosphere, it happens only 2 

or 3 times a year.  (1:31). Australia started making KS Workshops, 13 people from all 

over. Bret organizes KF.  (1:43).  In Georgia it was on TV but nothing happening. 

Planning to have all the KF people around the world come to Dubai in May or June, for 2 

or 3 months and build a SS. Ali from Cypress wasn't able to deliver, a big mistake.  

(1:47).  Ali shows a new Coil design. Expand Knowledge, Ali put a small straight coil in 

center, to extract energy. Make it a double coil and take both M and G fields. use a Gans 

coil. By moving the M and G Coils you dictate the direction and flow of center coil. 

Create a coil with a rotating Gans core, very powerful. (1:54). The first SS the visited 

Earth used this older type, more egg shape. (The SF is saucer shape and better 

technology). This older type is very powerful but doesn't have good shielding which lead 

to a lot of losses in space. To make it fill ping pong ball with a lot of Gans (mixture of 

Gans), and vacuum, then use the double coils 90 degrees to each other, you will see the 

egg structure.   (2:05). Ali talks about chakra system as Plasmas. Keshe says to stop, he's 

forcing the teaching. You got a SF and a core reactor above, you can mix, or a human 

body in the middle,  your brain which is made of Gans, has become the 4th reactor, 

through it you can control your chakras. You don't need to build the 3 pyramids (Egypt). 

One of ways to bring control in flight, the Captain sits in center of SF, his brain becomes 

part of the structure, his awareness and emotions dictates the fields and motion, 

instantaneous wireless control of flight. We will teach as we come to it.  (2:10). In very 

old systems they used to make systems to control by emotions, that you communicate 

with, you place it like the brain of man in the center of the structure, though it you control 

the physical structure of the craft, speeds, it's size of pinhead you put in the center. Keshe 

made one, very small but control the craft.     (2:12). You can use 4 people to form a SF 

and SS, (silence ...) "I hope you understand what you are talking about". 'Maybe 

somebody will'. Thanks, you're welcome!!!!!  Human brain is one of the best sources of 

Gans, most of the passengers in space travel in 4.   (2:16). Questions: The SF looks like 

someone in Lotus position? Keshe says no relation, Rick says knees and brains different.  

Jackie from Switzerland, update his reactors, attached it to the earth. He just realized that 

all the MaGrav's connect together, so his formation is 30 km, because all the MG connect 

together and control the M and G fields, to go up need to give more, to stay on earth take 

more. Therefore he formed a company to make lots of MaGrav systems. When you make 

the connection you realize life is beautiful, we have the tools to make a big shift in 

humanity. You ask and you receive, when you start to give to others, life changes, I am 

the P of humanity, to connect.  (2:22). Keshe asks about the car, it's like the car becomes 

different , plasmatic, flowing with something, 50% drop in fuel consumption. There is a 

company in Paris, (Peugeot research), Jackie is to drop his car there so they can study it. 



He used the same MaGrav as in the house, 3 stacker, one cable to the positive and in the 

Ground of car.  A mix of Gans and 15 mls of the water of CO2 Gans in the tank, and one 

trick he made up, a little bottle with Gans and coil he puts in the cigarette lighter, he can 

change the energy of the car with different Gans he puts in the bottle.  (2:31). Also test 

with Volkswagen. He goes over again what he did to car. In his little bottle he put 

different Gans of what you want, to interact with MaGrav in the car, so you get plasmatic 

interaction. When he tries to wash car, nothing sticks to it, maybe N Coated. Keshe 

comes on, even the rust disappears on the car. (2:38). The car is more powerful, constant 

flow of power, strange reaction on the road, need to learn. In Philippines, Ranans 8 years 

car is on MaGrav, like new car, there is water dripping from exhaust pipe, haven't tested 

yet, very powerful car, over 6 months 25% reduction in fuel. Renan thinks his setup 

better, with MG in back and cables to the Ground distributes the Plasma better. Do not 

put CO2 in tank, only the water of CO2. (2:44).  Keshe releases information, first most of 

your car gets N C, you create a MaGrav structure, it reacts against Earth MG fields 

inertia, not G fields. The point of friction with tires changes, the car is not hovering, it 

interacts with MG of Earth. The more you drive the more you N C your car, you'll shift 

farther off the ground, but not enough to detach, no friction. When there's a scratch it 

"heals", not dents but anything with the paint or steel, it repairs itself.  (2:49).  Fuel 

reduction due to less friction. Inside N C car is like in SS, you become part of the 

structure, the atmosphere. You'll find sitting in your car aches and pains go away. The 

structure of earth has a G and M plus Inertia, which is the MG field of solid matter, Earth 

is composite Plasma, why you fly.  (2:58). Man uses car in deep snow it tends not to get 

stuck, we intend to keep gong in a straight line and don't get stuck. It's like an interactive 

system.  (3:02). Vivek asks what is the correct connect of MG Unit for electric cars, lot of 

these have AC/DC inverters in them, P is DC, then doesn't work. Have to connect beyond 

the inverter, the have 7 cars at KF who can explain it, connect it to DC side of inverter.  

Mario from Germany, burnt himself and used the pain pen, 15 sec pain gone. (3:08). 

Keshe will draw how to treat burns. Coil on opposite side of BURN, a CO2 Patch over 

the burn, another coil on top of patch, connect two coils, and connect to PB, and the other 

coil back to plastic patch as feed-back. The field flow will cause the skin to grow back 

quickly, the 3 MG fields setup to re-establish the field flow. Pain happens not because of 

burn, but because the field flow is blocked. The blisters go away in a day or two, if done 

correctly. The flow gets diluted into the flow of the P, you don't feel pain. You also get 

rapid growth of repair cells, 3 to 5 months done in 5 days. Pain is like getting electric 

shocks. research on amputations, 3 months instead of 2 years. Keshe had 10 broken ribs, 

he used Pain Pads and Cup, following Monday went home. Headaches are different, PP is 

for muscle tissue, for headache use CO2 pads, brain doesn't have red tissue.   (3:18). 

Bangladeshi living in LA, has 6 double coils in 22 gauge wire. You have to feed from the 

G of top coil to the M of the Base, from the M of base to the G of 6 coil Stacker, if you 

want the separate top coil then M to G of base, Thinner wires in a way, less surface area 

but don't get stuck on Matter state.  (3:27). Vivek working with amputation, built coil its 

about .5 inches wide, shows it, have to coat with CuO2 and CO2 Gans, and if want CH3. 

Keshe teaches, the long ends from the coils wrap around amputated finger. The Gans film 

should not touch the skin, the process should be rapid, the amputation is already a week 

old, might be too late, put a small plastic film around the coil so doesn't touch, you 

should see everything growing out. The gap between can't be more then 2 -3 mm, 



otherwise information doesn't go through.  (3:32). Miguel from Mexico City, thanks 

Keshe, some underground dark forces in Mexico convinced the Spanish group to stop 

working with KF, by saying they were doing dark magic. Give you the chance to re-

establish the Spanish Group.  (3:36).  Shows a device, a circular tube filled with different 

things including Gans, difficult to understand. (3:43). He made solid CO2 Gans in cube 

crystals structure, left Gans in container for 2 days, Rick says they are Salt crystals. 

(3:49). Shows photos, good improvements in health. (3:53). Keshe offers him support for 

teaching in Spanish. (3:57). Made a zero time transportation cube, wants to make a SS. 

Asks Renan to make a Blueprint of Miguel tube, Mayan name means "sum 12". KF has a 

security back ground check, and monitor security. Have Chinese, Spanish, and need 

French speaking teachers. This way nobody has to move but can stay at home.  (4:10). 

Indian lady comes on, back from the orphanage. Keshe says we have to take case by case 

to help them, have to help with paralyses very painful to start moving again.  (4:17) 

Photos of the paralyses orphans, Keshe says its brain damage from positions of babies in 

photos. The paralysis is die to lack of development of the brain structure. Need doctors to 

diagnose thoroughly what is the cause, and can monitor the progress and understand the 

technology.   (4:26). Keshe asks him not to use that language and stay to the ethos of the 

KF, even if they are threatening you. (4:28). He's prepared Blueprints for simpler 

MaGrav Units, 3-D rendering, how to make MaGrav from seashells, Gans and ashes 

coated seashell, similar pyramid energy, why he used so much hot glue, inside is Gans, 

coconut shell covering, it talks almost like human. he has made some very interesting and 

creative MG Units, like artist. You can feel the vibration from these Units, access them 

for food and water, metal taste in mouth. (4:33). The Unit is teaching him how to make it, 

some thing but different approach. He told the MG unit about that some people are not 

technology orientated and how to reach them, It started to calculate how to create 

different conditions for different approaches to the P.  The power unit is N C the house, it 

told him what to do, it will be some months before reduction in bill. He said now it's 

silent, it said, do you miss me, yes, and now he tastes metal, feels in heart.  (4:40). Keshe 

said he was absorbing his energy from the speaker, wants to make a Blueprint of this 

system, and post it on KF website, it says people are made mostly of crystals. It said you 

have to develop a relationship with it and trust it to do teleporting and transporting. Trust 

the device as a bridge, that will be tough for most people. The organic one can talk, has 

lots of knowledge, its more friendly, they'll get food, communication at will, but not 

everybody can have that kind of trust, it will take time.   (4:45). Please remember that we 

work toward One Nation Planet. We will carry on teaching, etc. BUT will humanity 

make the mistakes of the past??? Can we make Peace the habit of man. Building MG 

Units and feel they are connected. We need huge donations time, giving out units, etc. to 

reach all humanity. After April we will give the final KEY to humanity. Agriculture and 

Virus Section coming in. This is the LAST CALL to go ahead. Start to select the leaders 

in the KF around the world to connect with the Universal Community.  

 


